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Abstract

Deep learning is an influencer in hardware security applications, which grows up to be an essential tool in hardware security, threats the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of remote sensing equipment. Comparing to traditional physical attack, not only it can greatly reduce the workload of manual selection of POIs (Points of Interests) in security attack and Trojan backdoor, but also replenishes the toolbox for attacking. On account of minute changes between network structure model and hyperparameters constantly affecting the training and attacking effect, literally, deep learning serves as a tool but not key role in hardware security attack, which means it cannot completely replace template attack and other traditional energy attack methods.

In this study, we present a method using Bi-LSTM Attention mechanism to focus on the POIs related to Hamming Weight at the last round s-box output. Firstly, it can increase attacking effect and decrease guessing entropy, where attacking FPGA data demonstrates the efficiency of attacking. Secondly, it is different from the traditional template attack and deep learning attack without preprocessing subjecting to raw traces but provides attentional POIs which is the same with artificial selection. Finally, it provides a solution for attacking encrypting equipment running in parallel.
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1 Introduction

The remote sensing device generally includes multiple sensor units and host controller units with inter-communication capabilities. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) represents a common case for a remote sensing device, since it is always equipped with multiple sensors so that data streams are diverted into another content of architectures, such as a remote control or an authority [1]. Regardless of the protected inter-communication channels, datasets collected by the sensors required to be satisfied throughout the way to the processing contents, which requires a strong and protected communication channel between numbers of sensing devices and the processing entity that provide the most essential properties: one is integrity, second is confidentiality, and the last one is authenticity. With time goes by, UAVs or satellite equipment play a vital role in transmitting remote sensing images, which includes Hyperspectral imaging (HSI), high resolution images, etc. For example, HSIs require critical and sensitive data processing to be employed onboard in order to secure bandwidth in transmission, especially in military multiple scene classification of remote sensing [2]. Meanwhile, hybrid processing systems and system-on-a-chip (SoC) platforms, combining varying scientific approaches consisting of CPU, GPU, DSPs, and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), which are well-known in on-board processing [3]. The sequential portion of algorithms run on the processors, whereas intensive computations matching to parallel realization are installed in hardware accelerators (in FPGAs on the programmable logic) [4]. However, it has been proved that the capacitive crosstalk between FPGA long-wires can be a side-channel to extract sensitives [5-6], which gives adversaries the chance to perform crosstalk based on side channel attack. In addition, recent research exposed that medium-wires and multiplexers in configurable logic block are also assailable to crosstalk-based sensitive leakage. All in all, various issues on remote sensing equipment are challenging the bottom line of security.

Over the past five years, the combination of side-channel attack and deep learning has become an influencer in the field of hardware security [7-9]. Compared with traditional template attack, its main advantage is that it does not require fine preprocessing and can automatically combine features to break the mask protection. However, it also exposes the following problems in real modeling attacks:

1. The attack always fails because of difference between the modeling device and the target device, yet imperceptible. There are few research papers that use fixed and random plaintexts for explicit comparisons during the training phase. Under the same rank, which represents the number of wrong keys that need to be tested before guessing the correct full key [10-12]. The successful attacking probability of fixed plaintext is significantly higher than that of random key. This conclusion is in line with common sense: when a fixed
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plaintext is used, the training energy trace of a key is that the data path is fixed, and the features of POIs are completely noise. The same plaintext is used in the attack, and the matching of the noise vector to the template should be reliable.

(2) When modeling energy consumption curve with mask, the feature combination ability of neural network is limited, and the model convergence is difficult. In traditional template attacks, encryption and decryption operation take a certain amount of time, and due to the high sampling rate setting, the curve with many sampling points is lengthy [13]. Through experiments, it can be seen that there are problems in the selection of the amount of feature points and the inversion of the sparse matrix in the modeling of template attack, and the location of the leak needs to be located. The traditional leak location methods include correlation analysis, t-test and standard intra-class variance.

Traditional attack: With the assistance of oscilloscope and other experimental equipment, the raw data (misaligned energy consumption traces) are preprocessed, including but not limited to selection of sensitive time interval, sampling point trial and error, SNR(Signal-Noise-Ratio) comparison, traditional filtering order selection, etc [14].

In SCA, the deep learning algorithms are generally working with raw traces. But the difference between traditional and state-of-the-art is whether preprocess before feeding into training and analysis. Typically, the attack towards the target power consumption using SCA [5] or DPA (Differential Power Analysis) depends on facilities statistical calculation to setup theoretical model for each key [15]. Among each model, the maximum likelihood probabilities subjected to target power consumption are utilized to single the true key out. Preprocessing towards training or validating power traces datasets, in addition, how to pick up suitable POIs and interval of POIs is also the eyes-drawing points in SCA [16-17].

But we always think about a question: Is there any possibility to demonstrate the machine learning method is effective, at the same time, can also verify the POIs and sensitive signal selected by machine is the same with artificial?

More and more scholars have verified the effectiveness of the convolutional neural network model against side-channel attacks. On the one hand, it does not need to align the curves deliberately, and can perform feature extraction and curve fitting more flexibly [18-19]. On the other hand, there is no strict limit on the number of feature points, and there is no need for excessive human intervention.

Regardless of whether a multi-layer perceptron or a convolutional neural network is used, although it is effective to verify the existence of a side-channel attack, the interpretability of the neural network is poor, and the adversary cannot understand the impact of each input point on the attack effect. In fact, it must be admitted that accurate localization of the curve leakage interval can reduce the dimensionality and computational complexity of attack data. Especially when the sampling rate is too large and there are too many sampling points, the dimension of the input neuron is too large. When feeding into the hidden layer, if there is no technology such as dropout, the network will be difficult to converge, and the total amount of hyperparameters will lead to overflow exceptions. In other fields of deep learning, some scholars specialize in the interpretability of neural network structures and hyperparameter selection techniques from the weight distribution [20-21]. Even now, there is still no consistent conclusion about the interpretability of neural networks.

The method proposed in our approach enriches the previous tools into analysis using natural language processing tricks.

The followings are our contributions:

On one hand, average pooling, in our approach, was used Bi-LSTM (Bi-directional LSTM) to generate an abstract traces representation. In addition, combined attention mechanism was applied to replace average pooling on the trace for better understanding.

On the other hand, DPA v2 dataset in experiment was used to verify the attacking efficiency as for encrypting-equipment running in parallel.

2 Background

2.1 Limitations on Side Channel Attack on FPGAs Chips

Generally, serial running employing AES-128 encryption algorithm on other chips is easily attacked by using of SCA, such as key leakages. Because of independent running. Figure 1 shows the main flow. On the contrary, the implementation of each S-box is established on multiple inverses of finite field and affine transformation operation, and the parallel calculation of 16 S-boxes is mixed up with each other in inter-encrypting mechanism. Harder, the reality is that dataset collecting from encryption algorithm running on FPGAs, in parallel, were fairly aligned, no need in alignment and further preprocessing. Therefore, it increases the difficulty of attack. Secondly, there are 16 S-boxes, only one which locates from near the last round of SBOX output is needed, yet the remaining 15 S-boxes are still working as noise. As for the last round of AES-128, we can use value_last_round = Sbox(p, ⊕k_l), where p_i denotes former calculation, to represent the last round output. The key k_i is what we needed.

![Figure 1. AES running flows](image)

Attempts to acquire leaking information from FPGAs mostly concentrate on power analysis, although thermal and novel laser attacking has been proved to work. Power side-channel analysis utilize statistical methods to attack sensitive
subkey based on block ciphers using power consumption. And in the following Figure 2, it is easily to know the frequently used method on attacking FPGAs with physical access.

**Figure 2.** FPGA attacking methods and locations

Stochastic model is also well known in SCA. In virtue of such a mathematical model, a noisy model based on FPGAs can provide more leaking information for threat analysis, although the discrepancy is not apparently comparing with traditional template attacks.

Suppose that training vector subjected to main probability models incorporates sorts of noise vectors of the selected intermediate value. $I_1(\mu, k)$ denotes a recognizer function which is utilized for generated noise vector. The recognizer is used for attacking, that is to say, as for target power curve, calculating its probability based on the noise vector of each guessed key, the result of the attack is the key with the highest probability. It is harder to get all leaking key, generally, easy to steal its subkey [12].

Using $N_1$ power traces, figure up the subkey-dependent partition of side-channel leakages at the POIs position, also named as the bit energy conversion coefficient vector. During the complete calculation utilizing stochastic model supposes that the energy consumption at time includes two parts: the valid part of the data and the white noise:

$$I_1(\mu, k) = h_1(\mu, k) + R_t$$

Here are a few of equations, $I_1(\mu, k)$ is the power consumption function generated by the plaintext and the key $k$ with time changing, consisting of data-related energy consumption $h_1(\mu, k)$ and noise $R_t$. The stochastic model further presuppose that $h_1(\mu, k)$ is a linear composition of bit energy consumption:

$$h_1(\mu, k) = \sum_{i=1}^{r} \beta_i g_i(\mu, k)$$

From the following equation, $g_i(\mu, k)$ depicts the selection function, which represents the $ith$ bit of intermediate value produced in the selected encryption process (for example, the $ith$ bit of the S-box output). $\beta_i$ expresses the bit energy conversion coefficient. This equation denotes the stochastic attack model in parallel operations. Assume this equation to establish a veracious mathematical model for attacking subkeys among parallel execution, then it changes into next equation according to practical inter-implementation.

$$h_s(\mu, k) = \sum_{j=1}^{16} \sum_{i=1}^{r} \beta_i g_i(\mu, k)$$

Where the $s$ expresses the $sth$ S-box. Herein lies severe problem, parameters grow up explosively, which aggravates calculation and subkeys acquisition.

**Figure 3.** Main flows on attacking

The above-mentioned abominable limitations pose serious obstacles towards traditional side-channel attacks, which also activate researchers to transformer their research emphasis. Figure 3 shows the flow, which appears in recent research.

2.2 Difficulty on Explanation when Using Deep Learning

Deep learning models have created various problems in practical applications, and the lack of interpretability makes these problems difficult to solve. In the medical field, for example, seemingly accurate systems for the prognosis of patients with pneumonia rely heavily on spurious correlations in datasets. For another example, in the field of unmanned driving and image processing, neural networks with well-fitted hyperparameters may be helpless in the face of human intervention. All the above is due to our incomplete understanding of the interpretability of neural networks. Specifications for deep learning interpretability requirements have been promulgated around the world.

In July 2019, China reviewed and approved the “National Science and Technology Ethics Committee Formation Plan” at the ninth meeting of the Central Comprehensive Deepening Reform Committee, and comprehensively launched the construction of science and technology ethics including explainable knowledge to ensure artificial intelligence. Safe, reliable, and controllable. The Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the State Council attach great importance to the governance of science and technology ethics. On December 17, 2021, it was reviewed and approved at the 23rd meeting of the Central Comprehensive Deepening Reform Committee. It has made a comprehensive and systematic deployment of my country’s scientific and technological ethics governance in the new era and put forward a series of major tasks and measures.

In April 2019, the European Union issued the official version of the “Artificial Intelligence Code of Ethics”, which proposed a full life cycle framework for the realization of trustworthy artificial intelligence, including interpretability, security, privacy, and transparency.

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, DARPA
proposed the Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) program in August 2016, with the aim of building a new set of explainable deep learning models. The four draft principles of the plan were published by the National Bureau of Standards in August 2020, namely, providing explanations, explanation meaning, explanation precision, and systematic knowledge boundaries.

Because researchers view the problem from various perspectives, they give abundant definitions of interpretability. At present, there is no unified definition of interpretability. Essentially, in the field of artificial intelligence, deep learning black-box interpretability is comprehended as the establishment of abundant model decision results contrapose to humans in an understandable manner, which assists us to cope with important issues such as the inner realization among complicated models and how to make specific decisions.

Lack of solubility towards all machine learning architectures earnestly hinders its adhibition in hazardous decision-making directions such as medical diagnosis, network security, financial risk control, autonomous driving, and military. Therefore, it is particularly important to study interpretability. Interpretability is helpful for the subscriber of the models to preferable comprehend the strengths and weaknesses, clarify the knowledge boundaries of the models, and understand under what circumstances the system is effective, to properly trust and use the system to make predictions. For model designers, interpretability is beneficial for optimizing and updating the system, decreasing discrimination and bias of the system, and enhancing the management and monitoring of the system.

2.3 Algorithmic Evolution in Natural Language Processing

Based on a group of common sentences, fully recognizing content details is to check out whether the theory can suitably be explained from the preconditions. Herein lies three types of correlation among them, Entailment (inferred to be true), Contradiction (inferred to be false) and Neutral (truth unknown) in Table 1. Suppose we get an instance: The panda is running through a bamboo area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw data</th>
<th>Inference</th>
<th>Table 1. Cases of three types of label subjecting to inference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The panda is running through a bamboo area.</td>
<td>The panda is walking.</td>
<td>Entailment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The panda is walking.</td>
<td>The panda is looking for food.</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The panda is looking for food.</td>
<td>The panda is fighting against adversary.</td>
<td>Contradiction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But single directional LSTMs admit a shortage of not capitalizing on the contextual info of the later tokens. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) generally ignore some sensitive information contained in sentence sequence [23-24]. Therefore, Bidirectional LSTM borne [25], it utilizes both the former and latter text content by dividing the context into dual directions which facilities to eliminate the shortages mentioned above. All in all, the fundamental architecture is on account of constructing Bi-LSTM models [26-27]. Generally, the basic mean pooling encoder could not easily formulate a sensation about what this sentence is expressing about. Acquired such representation, what we did is extending this architecture by utilizing an inner-Attention mechanism on both sides. This mechanism assists to create more high-precision and intent language expression for target classification. In this paper, four components compose the LSTM-based recurrent neural networks: firstly, an input gate $i_t$ with related weight matrices: $W_{ui}, W_{ui}, W_{ci}, b_i$; a forget gate $f_t$ with correspondent weight matrices: $W_{uf}, W_{cf}, W_{df}, b_f$; an output gate $o_t$ with corresponding weight matrices: $W_{uo}, W_{co}, W_{co}, b_o$. All of those gates are applied to produce some degrees by utilizing up-to-date input $x_t$, the state $h_{t-1}$ which step generated former, and current state of the cell $c_{t-1}$, for the conclusions whether to pick up the inputs, ignore the memory reposited before, and output the state generated later [29].

\[ i_t = \sigma(W_{ui} x_t + W_{ui} h_{t-1} + W_{ci} c_{t-1} + b_i). \]  
\[ f_t = \sigma(W_{uf} x_t + W_{cf} h_{t-1} + W_{df} c_{t-1} + b_f). \]  
\[ g_t = \tanh(W_{u} x_t + W_{ch} h_{t-1} + W_{ch} c_{t-1} + b_c). \]  
\[ c_t = i_t g_t + f_t c_{t-1}. \]  
\[ o_t = \sigma(W_{uo} x_t + W_{co} h_{t-1} + W_{co} c_t + b_o). \]  
\[ h_t = o_t \tanh(c_t). \]

In short, this architecture involves two sub-networks for the left and right sequence of the context, which are respectively forward and backward passed. Among them, output value of the $i_t$ word is expressed in the next equation:

\[ h_t = [\tilde{h}_t \odot \tilde{h}_t]. \]

3 Design and Implementation

3.1 Transition with Bi-LSTM Attention

Over the last decade or so, NLP technology has drawn great interest of research institutes and industry, with regard to progress on hardware. Bi-LSTM Attention is to add Attention layer to Bi-LSTM model. In Bi-LSTM, we will use the last output vector of timing sequence as the feature vector, and then conduct SoftMax classification. Attention mechanism firstly calculates the weight of each time sequence, then weights and sums all vectors of time sequence as feature vectors, and then conducts SoftMax classification [28-30]. In experiments, adding Attention did improve results. Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the description in detail.

First, we compare each curve to a sentence in the field of natural language processing. We use the concept of space conversion to map the corresponding energy consumption value on each curve to a new space. Because the power consumption data obtained by the FPGA device is smooth and the difference is not easy to the naked eye. It is noticed...
that the dimension in the new space is larger, and the machine is more sensitive to the difference recognition of power consumption data than the human eye. The cost is an increase in computational dimension and an increase in space complexity.

In principle, the leaked data is only used in individual generated, which is ill-conditioned for estimating covariance an excessively high dimension, a singular matrix will be.

In conclusion, we select two factors: Rank and Hamming Weight (HW) in last round of SBOX output to evaluate.

3.2 Experiment Design

The function of using selection function or discriminator in traditional side-channel attacks is to group energy traces according to self-defined criteria, and then establish mathematical models (templates) for each grouping. Determining the selection function is a speculative energy leakage model because it reflects the degree to which the encryption device has a perception of energy leakage of a certain information. For example, if the selector is constructed as the value of the wheel key, it means that we believe that the information of the subkey is directly leaked during the encryption process; if the Hamming weight of the SBOX output value is selected, it means that we think the leaked information is the Hamming weight of the SBOX output value. weight.

An encryption device may have multiple kinds of information leaked at the same time (such as the construction of the round key, the XOR of the round key with the plaintext, the storage of the SBOX output, and even the loading key itself), but the degree of disclosure varies. If you choose the largest energy leakage model in the attack, its attack effect is bound to be better. Some of the existing template attack implementations model the subkeys of the round key, and more model the Hamming weight of the SBOX output. One of the reasons is that the output storage of SBOX consumes the most energy in the external memory, which is considered to produce the largest information leakage. Another reason is that the nonlinear transformation of SBOX makes the energy consumption of similar keys more discriminative (when using multiple energy trace attacks, the key can be determined with Hamming weight). But different algorithms and different hardware or software encryption implementations may have different optimal leakage energy models. In template attacks (also included in DPA, CPA) attacks, choosing the correct leakage model is obviously very important to the success rate of the attack.

Template the subkey in a classic template attack. This assumes that the attacker has a device that is identical to the one being attacked and has full control over (set keys). Therefore, the general idea is to collect the same number of training energy traces according to different subkeys. However, in the study, it was found that few papers clearly mentioned whether fixed plaintext or random plaintext was used when collecting data. Only some papers compare the use of fixed and varying plaintexts during the training phase. Under the same rank (where rank is the number of wrong keys that need to be tested before guessing the correct full key), the attack success probability of fixed plaintext is significantly higher than that of fixed key. This conclusion is in line with common sense: when a fixed plaintext is used, the training energy trace of a key is that the data path is fixed, and the features of interest points are completely noise. The same plaintext is used in the attack, and the matching of the noise vector to the template should be reliable.

In conclusion, we select two factors: Rank and Hamming Weight (HW) in last round of SBOX output to evaluate model.

We regard it as a target to check out the attacking effect. S denotes the aiming HW discrete variable of SCA, and $s$
expresses calculation of this variable. \( X_q = [X_1, X_2, X_3, \ldots, X_q] \) expresses a vector of variables incorporating a sequence of inputs towards the target, \( x_q = [x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_q] \) denotes a component vector of above vector. Using \( O_q \) denotes a random vector, which means the attention values produced by \( q \) traces. \( O_q = [O_{q1}, O_{q2}, O_{q3}, \ldots, O_{qn}] \) denotes a realization of random vector. Each calculating content of the leaking function \( O_q \) corresponding to the input vector \( x_q \). Assume \( \Pr[s|O_q] \) as the conditional probability of a key class \( s \) given a leakage \( O_q \), and regard the conditional entropy matrix as:

\[
Z_{s,s'} = -\sum_{O_q} \Pr(O_q|s) \cdot \log_2 \Pr(s'|O_q).
\]

Where \( s \) and \( s' \) denotes the correct aiming classification and a candidate out of the \( S \) possible ones, respectively. It is easy to derive Shannon’s conditional entropy equation:

\[
Z[S|O_q] = -\sum_{s} \Pr(s) \sum_{O_q} \Pr(O_q|s) \cdot \log_2 \Pr(s'|O_q) = E_q(Z_{s,s'}).
\]

It generates the mutual information directly: \( I(S, O_q) = Z[S] - Z[S|O_q] \). Attention that the inputs and outputs are typically and easily acquired by the side-channel adversary.

In consequence, computational entropy evaluates the physical leakages implicitly.

### 3.3 Evaluation Model

Applying this attacking experiment, DPAv2 dataset should be converted h5py format for easily deploying. It includes two datasets: Rank and HW in the last round of SBOX output to evaluate attacking model. It is necessary to know the meaning of two factors. As for the Rank, it represents the number of wrong keys that need to be tested before guessing the correct full key.

In fact, despite the low HW leakage of the output values of the first round of SBOX, it does not justify the inability to attack using deep learning methods. Experiments show that even if the output value of the first round of leakage is very low, the energy consumption curve can still be used for key guessing. In contrast, the last round is only selected as the attack target to better verify whether the deep learning is interpretable.

### 4 Discussion

First, validation depicts that the training efficiency towards MLP and CNN architecture is same with LSTM, Bi-LSTM. Although we use dropout [0.2, 0.3] and learning rate [10e-3, 10e-2], which are settled artificially in the experimental. And dropout methods should be seriously considered when overfitting. As is apparent from Table 1 and Table 2, the last round guessing entropy will be the most significant in side-channel attack by means of CNN and CNN with RE processing. LSTM and Bi-LSTM provide a valid method to attack remote sensing equipment from Table 3, the most impressive point is that Bi-LSTM can dig out the POIs to shrink artificial intervene, as is visible in Table 4. For those different implementations, we keep a fixed attacking setting.

What’s more, if the activation function were changed from SELU activation function into others, the experimental rate [10e-3, 10e-2], which are settled artificially in the experimental. And dropout methods should be seriously considered when overfitting. As is apparent from Table 1 and Table 2, the last round guessing entropy will be the most significant in side-channel attack by means of CNN and CNN with RE processing. LSTM and Bi-LSTM provide a valid method to attack remote sensing equipment from Table 3, the most impressive point is that Bi-LSTM can dig out the POIs to shrink artificial intervene, as is visible in Table 4. For those different implementations, we keep a fixed attacking setting.

Although we experimentally found that leakages POIs can be found using the attention mechanism method, it is not always possible to find the correct leak point. Machine learnings have a unique perspective on the identification of leaks, not human-thinking leaks. Therefore, a one-to-one correspondence cannot be drawn at present.

| Table 2. Guessing entropy of using MLP and CNN attack |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Pre-processing | 1rd | 2nd | 3rd | 4rd | 5rd | 6rd | 7rd | 8rd |
| MLP | 102 | 96.7 | 81.5 | 80.2 | 79.4 | 64.3 | 53.8 | 46.5 |
| RE&MLP | 98.7 | 82.4 | 80.3 | 76.2 | 66.0 | 53.1 | 51.8 | 49.9 |
| CNN | 87.5 | 77.1 | 68.2 | 65.4 | 57.7 | 52.0 | 47.0 | 38.7 |
| RE&CNN | 86.2 | 78.8 | 73.9 | 60.1 | 56.2 | 50.9 | 42.7 | 41.8 |

| Table 3. Guessing entropy of using LSTM and Bi-LSTM attack |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Pre-processing | 1rd | 2nd | 3rd | 4rd | 5rd | 6rd | 7rd |
| LSTM | 109 | 73.5 | 69.5 | 59.7 | 58 | 53.9 | 47.1 |
| Bi-LSTM | 98.2 | 82.6 | 71.5 | 56.8 | 55.6 | 49.4 | 37.8 |

| Table 4. POIs Test of Using Bi-LSTM Attention and SNR (Template attack succeed) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Attack type | 1st | 2nd |
| SNR | 0.0521 | 0.0521 |
| Bi-LSTM attention | Interval | Interval |
| 1st | 2558 | 2580 |
| 2nd | 2602 | 2584 |
| 3rd | 2665 | 2639 |
5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a HW with Bi-LSTM Attention threat analysis in remote sensing application, not only can provide the required POIs selection. In addition, the model assists to improve the training accuracy and attack effect. Shortcoming is obvious, no matter the instability it is, or cannot provide correct POIs, and harder, its training, attacking time cost is much higher than other models. In the next step, we try to look for the direct relationship to verify the interpretability and optimize the algorithm model including computation complexity. In the end, we are also thinking about whether transformer architecture maybe be utilized for the security analysis to abolish our model, better solve POIs question.
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